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Author's response to reviews:

Upon receivng the initial reviewer's report, the following changes have been made to this manuscript:
1) We have clearly stated whether other family members were similarly affected with the perineal keloids. We have also stated which other pertinent medical conditions found in the patient are similarly present in family members positive for keloid formation. 2) We have revised the reference to a study made by Maneros et al in gene susceptibility identification. 3) An additional study by Ragoowansi et al referenced in the text, but not included in the reference list has been added to the reference list. 4) Various typographical errors dealing with the placement of references throughout the text has been corrected. 5) Additional information concerning the patient's followup since treatment for the perineal keloids has been added to the text.

In reference to peer reviewer's comments, our hope is not to present any new reports on the development of perineal keloids or its management. Instead, with the unusual size and location of this particular keloid, we hope to add to the body of literature already demonstrating the effective use of post-operative radiotherapy in the treatment of keloids.